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Abstract

The IEEE 754-2008 Standard for Floating-Point Arith-
metic was officially approved this year. One of the most
important revisions to IEEE 754-1985 is the introduction of
decimal floating-point (DFP) formats and operations. Since
IEEE 754-1985 was revised, major microprocessor vendors
have been working on hardware designs and software li-
braries for decimal arithmetic. Because the new standard
has been approved, many software vendors are planning
to adapt the new decimal formats into their applications.
Therefore, it is important to investigate efficient algorithms
and hardware designs for common DFP arithmetic opera-
tions to improve the performance of these applications. This
paper presents a novel DFP adder with decoded operands
and a decimal leading-zero anticipator (LZA). The DFP
adder is based on a previous DFP adder design with sev-
eral new features, including a new internal format, an im-
proved operand pre-correction stage, and a novel decimal
LZA to obtain better timing for decimal addition and sub-
traction. Synthesis results show that the new DFP adder is
roughly 14% faster than the previous design.

1. Introduction

Although binary floating-point arithmetic is usually suf-
ficient for scientific and statistical applications, it is not ade-
quate for many commercial and monetary applications. Of-
ten, these applications use software libraries to perform dec-
imal floating-point (DFP) arithmetic operations. Although
these software libraries eliminate the error from represent-
ing decimal numbers in binary and correctly emulate dec-
imal rounding, their execution times are slow for numeri-
cally intensive commercial applications [2]. Furthermore,
decimal numbers in different software libraries are often
represented in different formats [11, 13, 19]. Due to the

growing importance of DFP arithmetic, specification for it
are now included in the IEEE 754-2008 Standard.

Support for DFP arithmetic includes software libraries,
such as the Java BigDecimal library [20], IBM’s decNum-
ber library [8], and Intel’s Decimal Floating-Point Math li-
brary [10]. Much of the hardware support in the past fo-
cused on designs for decimal fixed-point arithmetic, such
as [5, 14, 17]. Recently, many papers, including [21–23],
discuss techniques to design IEEE 754-2008-compliant
adders, and IBM has also started offering microprocessors
supporting DFP arithmetic, as specified in the IEEE 754-
2008 Standard [3, 4, 18, 25].

This paper presents a novel DFP adder with decoded
operands and a novel decimal leading-zero anticipator
(LZA). The adder presented in this paper is based on the al-
gorithm presented by Wang et al. in [23,24], with the goals
of improving the overall timing and shortening the latency
of decimal64 DFP addition/subtraction. Although some of
the modules are derived from [23, 24], significant changes
are made in several modules to improve the latency. Ad-
ditionally, a novel decimal LZA is developed to ensure the
DFP adder generates an accurate leading-zero count (LZC)
of the result, which is essential for later decimal operations
on decoded operands.

Unlike decimal addition, there have not been any publi-
cations related to the design of decimal LZAs. Most previ-
ous papers on LZAs focus on the design and optimization
of binary LZAs [1, 6, 16].

The format of input and output operands used in this de-
sign is an internal format, which includes the LZC. The
LZC is part of the internal format, since leading-zero de-
tection is often on the critical path of common DFP opera-
tions if the LZC is not provided. For example, LZCs of both
operands are required in DFP addition to align the operands
before significand precorrection and addition [23, 24]. In-
stead of computing the LZC of each operand at the begin-
ning of the operation, the overall timing improves if the
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LZC of each input operand is provided, and each DFP op-
erations generates the LZC, sign, exponent, and decoded
significand of the result. In theory, the memory format for
DFP operands can be either one of the DFP encodings spec-
ified in IEEE 754-2008 (i.e., the decimal encoding or the bi-
nary encoding) since the choice of the memory format does
not affect the adder design. However, having the memory
format be the decimal coding of DPD numbers greatly sim-
plifies the conversion process. The LZC can also be gener-
ated by the other DFP operations. The mechanism of gen-
erating the LZC of operands during memory load and other
DFP operations is beyond the scope of this paper; however,
the LZC of a decimal number can be generated using tech-
niques similar to those presented in [23, 24].

In the rest of the paper, Section 2 presents the decoded
format and the DFP adder design, and Section 3 discusses
the design of the decimal LZA, which operates in paral-
lel with significand addition. Section 4 provides the testing
methodology and synthesis results, and Section 5 concludes
this paper.

This paper refers to
�����

, � ��� , and � ��� as the sign,
significand, and exponent of a DFP number, respectively.

�
is � , 	 , or 
 to denote operands or the result. The subscript
“
�

” is a digit that denotes the output of different modules.
A binary string �� refers to the ����� bit in � and ����� � means
the ����� bit in the ����� level of � , where � is the level num-
ber in a binary tree. � ������� denotes a single signed decimal
digit from m to n.  �!#"�$ � refers to the % ��� bit in digit posi-
tion, � , in a decimal number ! , where the least significant
bit (LSB) and the least significant digit (LSD) have index 0.
For example,  &�'�)(*",+( is bit three of digit two in the deci-
mal significand �'�)( . For a binary or decimal string, -. or- ./ / / - means a string of 01-�243 .
2. Design of the Decimal Floating-Point Adder576�896;:=<?>A@�BC<?BEDGFIHKJ�L#M9FIBON#J�LPHKJ�L�QI@SRUTVMWLPX

Instead of using an IEEE 754-2008 format, which en-
codes the sign, significand, exponent, and miscellaneous in-
formation, including whether the number is infinity or Not-
a-Number (NaN), into 64 bits for the decimal64 format, a
decoded decimal number in this paper is represented with
an 83-bit internal format. Figure 1 shows the layout of this
internal format, along with the decimal64 format in IEEE
754-2008 [9]. The exponent field is uncompressed in the
internal format. The significand remains un-normalized and
is encoded in BCD such that 64 bits are needed to represent
the significand. In addition to the data portion, the internal
format also carries four Special Value Flags (is-Infinity, is-
Signaling NaN, is-Quiet NaN, and is-Zero) and four bits in
decimal64 to record the LZC of the significand. The use of
this internal format has the potential to reduce the latency of

DFP addition and subtraction, as illustrated in the remainder
of the paper.576�5�6;Y[Z&@�>U\]:_^&Ma`SRbM9T

The DFP adder is based on the one presented by Wang et
al. [23,24] with several improvements to reduce the latency.
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the new decimal adder.

In Figure 2, both significands go into Pre-correction units
to generate  &�'�)",�Cc]d ,  &�'	1",�Kced ,  &�'�)",� , and  &�'	1",� ,
where  &�'�)",� and  &�'	1",� are the bit-inverted versions of
each BCD digit in �'� and �'	 . Therefore, each digit in �'�
(i.e.,  &�'�)",� ) is equal to f*gihj &�'�)",� . Simultaneously, the
effective operation (EOP) is determined and used to select
the corrected significands. When EOP is addition,  &�'� kW"l�
(modified CA when it serves as the augend) and  &�'	 kW"l�
(modified CB when it serves as the augend) are  &�'�)"l�Wcmd
and  &�'	1",�Wc_d , and  &�'� nU",� (modified CA when it serves
as the addend) and  &�'	 nU"�� (modified CB when it serves
as the addend) are �'� and �'	 . When EOP is subtraction,�'� k and �'	 k are �'� and �'	 , but �'� n and �'	 n are�'� and �'	 , respectively.

While the significands are undergoing the correction, the
Shift Amount unit determines if significand swapping is
necessary ( 3porqtsvuwf ), the left and right shift amounts
(LSA and RSA, respectively), and the temporary exponent
(eR temp). Since the LZC of the input operands is provided,
leading-zero detectors (LZDs) are not needed in the Shift
Amount unit.

The swap signal from the Shift Amount unit chooses the
correct �'�r( and �'	)( . The right and left shifters align the
two resulting operands based on the shift amounts, RSA and
LSA. Unlike the operands in the previous DFP adder [23,
24], the operands to the shifters have been recoded by the
Pre-correction unit, so the digits that are shifted into the
operands are corrected values. These corrected shifted-in
values are 4’b0110 and 4’b0000 for �'�'( in effective addi-
tion and subtraction, respectively, and 4’b0000 and 4’b1111
for �'	)( in effective addition and subtraction, respectively.

The aligned significands enter the LZA to generate the
LZC of the result and enter the Kogge-Stone Network (K-
S Network) to generate the carry, un-corrected sum, and
two sets of flags. These signals from the K-S Network
then enter the Sign and Exception unit to determine the
sign, the exception flags, and special values. In addition,
they are fed into the Post-correction unit to convert the un-
corrected sum back to a BCD-encoded significand. The
temporary exponent ( x*
 y,xt�1s ), EOP, and carry-out of the
MSD ( z{qb|*|*}b~��b� ), enter the Exponent unit to generate the
final exponent value. The output from the Post-correction
unit enters the Rounding unit and is conditionally incre-
mented based on the prevailing rounding mode, the carry
vector, and the flag vectors. The rounding unit uses decimal
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Figure 1. Decoded Internal Format and Its Corresponding IEEE decimal64 Format

Figure 2. Block Diagram of the Proposed DFP Adder

injection-based rounding [23, 24].

Many of the building blocks in this DFP adder are
from [23, 24]; however, they have been optimized to im-
prove timing. For example, the Forward and Backward
conversion units are no longer needed, since the input and
output operands are encoded in the internal format. The
Pre-correction unit is brought in front of the Swapping unit
and duplicated for each operand, which removes the Pre-
correction unit from the critical path. In addition, instead
of using the LZD in the Shift Amount unit, which gener-
ates the LZC for both operands and is often on the criti-
cal path, the LZC is provided as an input signal, and an
LZA is used to compute the LZC of the result, such that
later decimal operations do not need to re-generate the LZC
information. Because the LZA operates concurrently with
the Kogge-Stone Network, the Post-correction unit and the
Rounding unit, the adder’s latency is improved.

Because many of the building blocks are similar to those
proposed by Wang et al. in [23, 24], the following section
focuses on the design of the decimal LZA.

3. Decimal Leading-Zero Anticipator

Unlike in binary arithmetic, LZA is needed in both ef-
fective addition and subtraction for decimal arithmetic to
guarantee the LZC of the output is correct. However, it is
worthwhile to note that LZA is only needed when the result
after the decimal addition or subtraction is not rounded be-
cause the LZC is always zero when the result is rounded. To
help readers understand the mechanism behind the LZA in
this paper, Section 3.3 gives several examples. Sections 3.1
and 3.2 discuss the cases of effective addition and subtrac-
tion, respectively.��6�896���r����@SR��1�r<?>�Lb^��S<���BCBK^�Lb^&@�F

Unlike in binary floating-point arithmetic, in IEEE 754-
2008, DFP numbers are not normalized; therefore, the LZA
must also predict the number of leading zero digits in effec-
tive addition. The number of leading zeros in the result is
generally the LZC in �'� + or �'	 + , whichever is less. In
other words, the Preliminary LZC, denoted as ���K�r�;�{��� ,
is ������ ��K�r�C�9�W�*�l�K�r�C�9�W�p" . The only time correction is
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needed is when there is a carry-out from the leading non-
zero digit of the input operand that has a smaller LZC.
In this case, the final LZC is obtained by decrementing���K�r�K�{��� by one. For example, �P�P�P�P�P�P�'c��P�P�P�P�P�b� has
a carry-out from the fourth most significant digit. The
need for correction is indicated by the pattern �U��sA���t�U�[ t¡ ,
where ¢¤£¥� and }�¦§� ; and sA� and �U� are the digit propa-
gate and digit generate signals, respectively, and ? indicates
a don’t care condition for the digit.

This pattern can be observed using the following steps.
First, note  &�'� + ",� and  &�'	 + ",� are the operand digits
after pre-correction, so  &�'� + ",� is equal to  &�'�)",��cOd
and  &�'	 + ",� is still  &�'	1",� when the effective operation
is addition. Also, sA� , �U� , and ¨P� bits are generated
for each digit, where sA� is the digit propagate and is
equal to  � &�'� + ",��c© &�'	 + ",�Suef*gP" ; �U� is the digit gener-
ate signal and is equal to  l &�'� + ",�?c© &�'	 + ",�7¦Vftdb" ; and,¨P� indicates if the result digit is zero and is equal to � &�'� + ",�?c© &�'	 + ",�Su©db" . These vectors are used to gener-
ate the final correction signal, ªW�{��� , which is 1 when correc-
tion should be performed, based on the following equations:
Step 1: ¨t«p� $¬ ¨P� $�® ¨P� ${¯a°sA«p� $±¬  �¨P� $�² sA� $ " ® sA� ${¯a°}G«p� $±¬ �U� $�²  &¨P� $�² sA� $ " ® �U� ${¯a°
Step 2 (through a four-level binary tree with L = 1 to 4):¨*��� $¬ ¨ � ¯a° � ( $l³ (µ´P¶U· ® ¨*� ¯a° � ( $s?��� $¬ ¸ ¨ � ¯a° � ( $l³ ( ´P¶U· ² s � ¯a° � ( $l³ ( ´P¶U·�¹ ® s?� ¯a° � ( $}P��� $¬ } � ¯a° � ( $l³ (µ´P¶U· ² ¸ ¨ � ¯a° � ( $l³ (µ´P¶U· ² s � ¯a° � ( $l³ (µ´P¶U·�¹® }P� ¯a° � ( $ª��{��� ¬ }Gºp� «
Note ® and ² are logical-AND and logical-OR, respec-
tively.��6�5�6���r����@SR��1�r<?>�Lb^��S<©»�JI¼ILPRbMa>�Lb^&@�F

Decimal subtraction of unnormalized positive operands
A and B produces a result � ¬ � $ � h;���l�½�¾. , where the most
significant digit in the � h;���l�½��. string is non-zero. Adapted
from [1], to produce the correct LZC, the LZA needs an En-
coding unit and a Correction unit. For this decimal adder,
an parallel array of decimal digit adders is also needed. The
Encoding unit includes a pre-encoding module, which con-
verts BCD digits into strings of zeros and ones, and an en-
coding tree, which detects the position of the most signifi-
cant non-zero digit in the string from the pre-encoding mod-
ule. The leading zero count from the Encoding unit is de-
noted as the Preliminary LZC ( ���K�r��¿ÁÀ½Â ). The Correction
unit consists of a pair of flag generation modules and cor-
rection trees to detect if a correction step is necessary on the

Table 1. Truth Table for Symbols in the LZA &Ãe",�  �z{qb|*|*}�",�  &3pk?�[",� Symbol Asserted
-9 0 0110 3*�G�,�µ3t�P�
-8 0 0111
-7 0 1000
-6 0 1001
-5 0 1010 3*�G�
-4 0 1011
-3 0 1100
-2 0 1101
-1 0 1110 3Pft�
0 0 1111 ¨bxt|½Ä½�

+1 1 0000 ��ft�
+2 1 0001
+3 1 0010
+4 1 0011
+5 1 0100 ���G�
+6 1 0101
+7 1 0110
+8 1 0111
+9 1 1000

���K�r�K¿ÁÀ½Â value from the Encoding unit. Details for each
unit and module are given below:
Decimal Digit Adder: A decimal digit addition of the
aligned and corrected significands, �'� + and �'	 + , is per-
formed as &Ãe",� ¬  &�'�)",�ah§ &�'	1",�Å  &�'� + ",��c© &�'	 + ",� ¬  � �z{qb|*|*}�",�µ�t &3pk?�[",�&"
In effective subtraction,  &�'� + ",� ¬  &�'�)",� and  &�'	 + ",� ¬ ,f*gihV &�'	1",�Á" ,  &Ãe",� is the 5-bit digit result using manual
subtraction, while (  �z{qb|*|*}�"��l�t &3pk?�[",� ) is the 5-bit result of &�'� + ",�Wcj &�'	 + ",� in our design.  � �z{qb|*|*}�"��l�t &3pk?�[",��" from
each decimal digit adder is shared by the LZA for effective
addition and subtraction to generate symbols for the correc-
tion signals, ªW�{��� and ª�¿ÁÀ½Â .
Encoding Unit: The Pre-encoding module in the Encoding
unit converts Ã into strings of 0’s and 1’s. Each digit  &Ãe"l�
is examined to determine if it is -9, [-9, -2], -1, 0, 1, [2,
9], or 9, which are represented as 3t�b� , 3*�G� , 3Pft� , ¨bxt|½Ä½� , ��ft� ,���G� , or �Æ�P� , respectively. These bit vectors are used to deter-
mine the leading zero count. Table 1 describes the relation-
ship between these symbols,  &Ãe"�� , and  � �z{qb|*|*}�",�µ�t &3pk?�[",�&"
pairs.

Since this LZA is only needed in effective subtraction,
in which Çb24È��P�P�P��ÉÊ &�'� + ",��ÉvÇb24È*ft�P��f and Çb24È���fPft��É &�'	 + ",�7É¥Çb24È*fPfPfPf , logic for the symbols in Table 1 can be
further optimized in the hardware implementation. Also, al-
though it is possible to generate these signals directly from &�'� + ",� and  &�'	 + ",� , doing so usually creates too much out-
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Table 2. Digit Patterns and the Corresponding Boolean Equations for Positive W
Digit Pattern of Ë LZC Count Substring Pattern Boolean EquationÌ*Í

[2,9] Î ÏIÐGÑ,Ð{Ò Ó Ô [2,9] ÕbÖp×Ì*ÍGØ
[1,9] Î ÏIÐGÑ�Ð{Ò Ó Ô 1[1,9] Õ Ø ×UÙ�Õ Ø ×ÛÚ?ÜWÙ�ÕbÖp×ÛÚ?ÜÌ Í Ø�ÌtÝ

[0,9] Î ÏIÐGÑ�Ð{Ò Ó Ô Ø�Ì Õ Ø ×UÙiÞ*ß�àpát×ÛÚ?ÜÌ Í Ø�ÌtÝ
[-9,-1] Î ÏIÐGÑ�Ð{Ò Ó Ô;â Ø Ø�Ì 1 Õ Ø ×UÙiÞ*ß�àpát×ÛÚ?ÜÌ Í Ø

[-8,-1] Î ÏIÐGÑ�Ð{Ò Ó Ô;â Ø Ø
[-8,-1]1 Õ Ø ×UÙ1ã Ø ×ÛÚ?ÜWÙ1ã{Öp×ÛÚ?ÜWÙ ã�Ðt×ÛÚ?ÜÌ Í Ø*ä

-9 åÛæ [1,9] Î ÏIÐGÑ,Ð{Ò Ó Ô;â�ç (-9)[1,9] ã�Ðt×UÙÕ Ø ×ÛÚ?Ü�Ù�ÕbÖp×ÛÚ?ÜÌ Í Ø
(-9)æ [-8,-1] Î ÏIÐGÑ,Ð{Ò Ó Ô;â�çCâ Ø (-9)[-8,-1]1 ã�Ðt×UÙ�ã Ø ×ÛÚ?ÜWÙ1ã{Öp×ÛÚ?ÜWÙ ã�Ðt×ÛÚ?ÜÌ*ÍGØ
(-9)æ Ì Ý [0,9] Î ÏIÐGÑ�Ð{Ò Ó Ô;â�ç (-9)0 ã�Ðt×UÙ1Þ*ß�àpát×ÛÚ?ÜÌ*ÍGØ
(-9)æ Ì Ý [-9,-1] Î ÏIÐGÑ,Ð{Ò Ó Ô;â�çCâ Ø (-9)01 ã�Ðt×UÙ1Þ*ß�àpát×ÛÚ?Ü

Table 3. Digit Patterns and the Corresponding Boolean Equations for Negative W
Digit Pattern of Ë LZC Count Substring Pattern Boolean EquationÌ*Í

[-9,-2] Î ÏIÐGÑ�Ð{Ò Ó Ô [-9,-2] ã{Öp×Ì*Í
(-1)[-9,-1] Î ÏIÐGÑ�Ð{Ò Ó Ô (-1)[-9,-1] ã Ø ×UÙ1ã Ø ×ÛÚ?ÜWÙ�ã{Öp×ÛÚ?ÜÌ*Í
(-1)
Ì Ý

[-9,-1] Î ÏIÐGÑ,Ð{Ò Ó Ô (-1)0 ã Ø ×UÙiÞ*ß�àpát×ÛÚ?ÜÌ*Í
(-1)
Ì Ý

[1,9] Î ÏIÐGÑ,Ð{Ò Ó Ô�â Ø (-1)01 ã Ø ×UÙiÞ*ß�àpát×ÛÚ?ÜÌ Í
(-1)[1,8] Î ÏIÐGÑ�Ð{Ò Ó Ô�â Ø (-1)[1,8]1 ã Ø ×UÙ�Õ Ø ×ÛÚ?ÜWÙ�ÕbÖp×ÛÚ?ÜWÙ ÕPÐt×ÛÚ?ÜÌ Í
(-1) Ðµæ [-9,-1] Î ÏIÐGÑ�Ð{Ò Ó Ô�â�ç 9[-9,-1] ÕPÐt×UÙ1ã Ø ×ÛÚ?ÜWÙ1ã{Öp×ÛÚ?ÜÌ Í
(-1) Ðµæ [1,8] Î ÏIÐGÑ�Ð{Ò Ó Ô�â�çCâ Ø 9[1,8]1 ÕPÐt×UÙ�Õ Ø ×ÛÚ?Ü�ÙÕbÖp×ÛÚ?Ü�Ù ÕPÐt×ÛÚ?ÜÌ Í
(-1) Ðµæ ÌtÝ [-9,-1] Î ÏIÐGÑ,Ð{Ò Ó Ô�â�ç 90 ÕPÐt×UÙiÞ*ß�àpát×ÛÚ?ÜÌ*Í
(-1) Ð æ Ì Ý [1,9] Î ÏIÐGÑ,Ð{Ò Ó Ô�â�çCâ Ø 901 ÕPÐt×UÙiÞ*ß�àpát×ÛÚ?Ü

put load for  &�'� + ",� and  &�'	 + ",� and affects the timing on
the path through the K-S Network.

As in [1], the positive and negative strings of Ã are stud-
ied separately. For a positive Ã , Table 2, similar to Table
1 in [1], shows the digit pattern of Ã , number of leading
zeros, the substring patterns, and the boolean equation of
the substring patterns to detect the leading one in a decimal
string. For example, a Ã string  ��P�P�PèGÇUgGdUé½�b" matches the
row  ��b.Æ� �Æ�l�½�Á� h;���l�½�Ûê;" , and (001(-9)(-9)(-5)456) matches
the row (0 . 1(-9) $ [-8,-1] � h;���l�½�Ûê�" .

Some bit patterns that generate incorrect results (i.e., off
by one) are corrected later using the Correction unit. Addi-
tionally, the Ã string can be converted to a binary �ë &Ãe"
string to determine the leading non-zero digit in Ã , where
each bit, �S�l &Ãe" , in �ë &Ãe" is represented by�S�l &Ãe" ¬ ���G� ²  Û��ft� ² 3t�P�&" ® 3t�P� ¯a°
Similarly, for a negative W (denoted as Ã ), a different set
of patterns is used and shown in Table 3. The Ã string is
converted to a binary �ë Ãe" string, where each bit, �7�l Ãe" ,
is �S�l Ãe" ¬ 3*�G� ²  &3Pft� ² �Æ�P�&" ® �Æ�P� ¯a°

Like the binary LZA, it is possible to merge these two
strings so that only one LZD is needed. In the case of Ãì£

1Need correction if merged with the other cases

� , if the number of leading zeros is 0 or 0�cíf , the digit
prior to the most significant non-zero digit is always zero,
whereas if the number of leading zeros is 0Icë% or 0Icë%�c�f ,
the digit prior to the least significant (-9) is either 1 or -9
(i.e., not zero.) It is similar in the Ãwî©� case. As a result,�ë &Ãe" and �ë Ãe" can be combined into a new string � ,
where �S� is

�S� ¬ ¨bxt|½Ä½� ³S°7® ï ���G� ² 3*�G� ² ��ft� ® 3t�P� ¯a°{²3Pft� ® �Æ�P� ¯a° ð ²¨bxt|½Ä½� ³S°7® ¸ 3t�P� ® 3t�P� ¯a°7² �Æ�P� ® �Æ�P� ¯a° ¹
An LZD is used to determine the number of leading zeros
in string � . This result is subject to correction and is a
preliminary result, denoted as ���K�r��¿ÁÀ½Â in this paper.

The location of the leading one in string � can be de-
termined either by using a 17-bit priority encoder similar to
the design by Hokenek and Montoye [6] or the technique
developed by Oklobdzija [15]. Neither of these techniques
requires a major design change because the BCD digits have
been transformed into a binary string. As this path does not
appear in the critical path in our adder design, a behavioral
RTL description of the priority encoder is used to imple-
ment the Encoding tree.
Correction Unit: From Tables 2 and 3, a correction step
is required for Ãñ£í� when any of the following patterns
occurs:�b.bft�G� [-9,-1] � h;���l�½�Ûê or �b.bf (-9) $ �G� [-9,-1] � h;���l�½�Ûê or
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Figure 3. Tree Structure of the Correction Module for Effective Subtraction

� . f [-8,-1] � h;���l�½� ê or � . f (-9) $ [-8,-1] � h;���l�½� ê
These patterns can be consolidated into two general pat-

terns, �b. ³?$ ft�G��� h;���ph�f{�Á� h;���l�½�Ûê and �b. ³?$ f [-8,-1] � h;���l�½�Ûê .
To detect these patterns, three vectors, s s?ÄG3P��� s?ÄG3P� and¨ s?ÄG3 , are generated, where s s?ÄG3*� indicates the occurrence
of a leading one; � s?ÄG3*� indicates the occurrence of a termi-
nate signal (i.e., 0(-9) or [-8,-1]) and ¨ s?ÄG3½� denotes a digit
that is zero.

The equations for these vectors are shown below:

s s?ÄG3t� ¬ ��ft� ® 3t�P� ¯a°7² 3t�P� ® 3t�P� ¯a°� s?ÄG3t� ¬ ¨bxt|½Ä½� ³S°�® 3t�P� ² 3Pft� ² 3*�G� ® 3t�P�¨ s?ÄG3t� ¬  ¾��ft� ² 3t�P�&" ® 3t�P� ¯a°7² ¨bxt|½Ä½�
Once these three vectors are computed, a Correction tree

is used to determine whether correction is needed. Four
variables, òr¨ , ò�s , ò;� , and ò;} , are tracked in the Correction
tree. The equations for each node of the tree are shown
below:òr¨*��� � ¬ òr¨ � ¯a° � (l� ³ (µ´P¶U· ® òr¨*� ¯a° � (l�ò�s?��� � ¬ òr¨ � ¯a° � (l� ³ (µ´P¶U· ® ò�s?� ¯a° � (l� ²ò�s � ¯a° � (l� ³ ( ´P¶U· ® òr¨*� ¯a° � (l�ò;�a��� � ¬ òr¨ � ¯a° � (l� ³ (µ´P¶U· ® ò;�a� ¯a° � (l� ² ò;� � ¯a° � (l� ³ (µ´P¶U·ò;}P��� � ¬ ò;} � ¯a° � (l� ³ (µ´P¶U· ² òr¨ � ¯a° � (l� ³ (µ´P¶U· ®ò;}P� ¯a° � (l� ² ò�s � ¯a° � (l� ³ ( ´P¶U· ® ò;�a� ¯a° � (l�
where  ¾òr¨t«p� �,��ò�sA«p� �Á��ò;�W«p� ��" =  �¨ s?ÄG3t����s s?ÄG3t�,��� s?ÄG3t�&" ,ò;}G«p� � ¬ � and ª�¿ÁÀ½Â,� ótôl¿ ¬ ò;}Gºp� « .Similarly, for negative W, a correction step is required if
any of the following patterns is detected:�b. (-1) �G� [1,9] � h;���l�½�Ûê or �b. (-1) � $ �G� [1,9] � h;���l�½�Ûê or�b. (-1)[1,8] � h;���l�½�Ûê or �b. (-1) � $ [1,8] � h;���l�½�Ûê

These four patterns can be consolidated into two pat-
terns, �b. ³?$ (-1) �G�l� fP�l�½�Á� h;���l�½�Ûê and �b. ³?$ (-1)[1,8] � h;���l�½�Ûê .
The pre-encoding equations are shown below:s �axp�P� ¬ 3Pft� ® �Æ�P� ¯a°�² �Æ�P� ® �Æ�P� ¯a°� �axp�P� ¬ ¨bxt|½Ä½� ³S°7® �Æ�P� ² ��ft� ² ���G� ® �Æ�P�¨ �axp�P� ¬  &3Pft� ² �Æ�P��" ® �Æ�P� ¯a°�² ¨bxt|½Ä½�

The tree structure for the negative Ã is the same as that
for positive Ã , and ªW¿ÁÀ½Â,� õPö�÷ ¬ ò;}Gºp� « . Figure 3 shows the
tree structure for the correction module, including the flag
generation module and the Correction tree. Since the sign,
which is the carry-out from the most significant digit from
the K-S Network, is generated more slowly than p’s, n’s,
and z’s, the positive and negative trees are not combined to
avoid a critical path going through the Correction tree.��6¾�76���r���1ø�M9TVHKZ&<?X

To provide a better understanding of the mechanisms for
LZA proposed in this paper, Figure 4 shows examples of
LZA for eight digits with effective subtraction and addi-
tion, in which ���K�r���{��� and ���K�r�K¿ÁÀ½Â are the Preliminary
LZC for effective addition and effective subtraction. Note�'�)¿ � �4ù � and �'	'¿ � �4ù � are never used in the hardware imple-
mentation; they are shown to provide a better understanding
of the LZA and represent the significands after the operand
alignment but without pre-correction. Figure 4(a) shows an
example for effective subtraction in which there is a positive
result and the correct signal, ªW¿ÁÀ½Â,� ótôl¿ , is equal to one; Fig-
ure 4(b) provides an example for effective subtraction that
produces a negative result and the correct signal, ªa¿ÁÀ½Â,� õPö�÷ is
equal to zero; and, Figure 4(c) demonstrates an example for
effective addition with the correction signal, ªa�{��� , equal to
one.
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Figure 4. Examples of LZA with Effective Subtraction and Addition��6Ûú�6;:=<?XP^&`�Fí@S�LbûI<¥��r�
Figure 5 shows the top-level block diagram of the LZA.

The figure indicates an array of decimal digit adders to com-
pute Ã . It also shows the LZC of the operand A, �K�r��� ,
is corrected by subtracting the left shift amount, � � � , from
the value. This corrected LZC, �K�r�'�'¿ � �4ù � , along with thez{qb|*|*} and 3pk?� from the decimal digit adders, and the LZC
of the second operand, �K�r�'	 , enter the LZA for effective
addition. In the other path, several miscellaneous signals
enter a random logic block to generate a signal, special op,
to indicate the occurrence of zero, infinity, Signaling NaN,
and Quiet NaN operands. Another signal, normal op, is
also generated from this random logic block to select the
right LZA value at the end. The signals z{qb|*|*} and 3pk?� ofÃ , 
 � �ü£í� , and special op enter the LZA for effective
subtraction. Note the LZA for subtraction is 17 digits wide
to accommodate the case in which there is a one digit right
shift and catastrophic cancellation occurs. The final LZC
of the result is selected based on whether both operands are
normal as well as the EOP.

Figure 6 shows the block diagram for the LZA for effec-
tive addition. In this unit, a flag generation module is used

to produce �U� , sA� , and ¨P� signals. Those signals then go
into the initial merging module to generate vector signals,} , s , and ¨ , which then enter the Correction tree for addi-
tion to generate the ªW�{��� signal. The other side of the unit
is composed of a 4-bit comparator to select the ���K�r�;�{��� ,
a 4-bit decrementer to produce the result, ý�¨bq ê � õGÀ½¿ ; and, a
final multiplexer to select the correct LZC value.

Figure 7 presents the block diagram of the LZA for ef-
fective subtraction. As discussed in the previous section,
this unit is composed of two modules, an Encoding unit,
composed of a Pre-encoding module, an Encoding tree and
additional logic, and a Correction Module, made of two flag
generation blocks, Correction trees, and multiplexer. The
encoding tree generates the Preliminary LZC ( ���K�r�;¿ÁÀ½Â )
from the � signal. To handle catastrophic cancellation
correctly, ���K�r�K¿ÁÀ½Â is decremented by one if the second
operand, CB, is right-shifted. To reduce the latency, both���K�r�K¿ÁÀ½Â and ���K�r�K¿ÁÀ½ÂChV �
 � �O£]�b" are incremented,
and the sign signal from the K-S network and the ªa¿ÁÀ½Â sig-
nal from the Correction module are used to select the cor-
rect LZC for effective subtraction. In Figure 7, the 
 box
is used to correctly handle infinity and NaNs. In this adder,
the LZC is set to 15 if either input is NaN or infinity or the
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Figure 5. Overall LZA

result is zero.

4. Testing and SynthesisúI6�896;þ)<?X½Lb^�FI`
The IBM decNumber library version 3.56 is used to ver-

ify the correctness of this DFP adder. To ensure the test
cases cover as many scenarios as possible, the sign, expo-
nent, and length and value of the significand of decimal
operands are randomly generated before they are fed into
the decNumberAdd and decNumberSubtract functions in
the decNumber library. The random functions defined in
the standard library in GNU C are used to generate those
values, except for the exponent and the significand. The
exponent is generated based on several special cases to test
the correctness of LZA, The significand is generated using a
modified version of the linear congruential random number
generator [12]. This adder has undergone and successfully
passed millions of random tests as well as the corner cases
provided in IBM’s test suite [7].úI6�5�6)»�ÿIFSLbûI<?XP^&X���<?XPJCZ�L

Both the DFP adder presented by Wang et al. in [23, 24]
and the one in this paper are implemented in Verilog RTL,
and only the inputs and outputs of the adders are registered.
Both adders are synthesized using the TSMC 45nm bulk
technology and an in-house CAD tool flow that integrates
several industrial CAD tools, including the Synopsys De-
sign Compiler (DC) for design compilation and IC Com-
piler (ICC) for cell placement. Only the results after ICC

Figure 6. LZA for Effective Addition

Table 4. DFP Adder Delay and Area Compari-
son

Adder Critial Path Area Util. Cell
Delay (FO4) Rate Count

Adder in [23] 56 55% 10713
Proposed Adder 48 64% 12503
Change -14% +18% +17%

are reported because ICC provides more accurate timing
and area information than design synthesis. Table 4 pro-
vides a comparison of synthesis results between the adder
by Wang et al. [23, 24] and the adder in this paper. Since
both designs use the same floorplan, the area utilization rate
reflects how much of the area is used by each design. In
other words, a higher area utilization rate means more area
is used for cell placement.

Figure 8 shows the area profile of the adder after place-
ment in both percentages and cell counts. As can be seen in
the figure, the Kogge-Stone adder with flag tracing has the
largest total area. This is followed by the LZA, the 19-digit
Right Shifter, and the 16-digit Left Shifter.

The LZA is also synthesized by itself. The critical path
delay, assuming all inputs of the LZA arrive simultaneously,
is about 24 FO4 inverter delays. Figure 9 gives the area pro-
file of the LZA in both percentages and cell count. It shows
the LZA for Effective Subtraction is the largest contributor
to the area of the total LZA. It occupies roughly 60% of the
LZA.
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Figure 7. LZA for Effective Subtraction

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a new decimal floating-point adder, based
on decoded operands and leading-zero anticipation, and a
new decimal LZA are presented. The new DFP adder im-
proves the timing of the previous design by 14% with an
area increase of 18%. When synthesized by itself, the LZA
has a maximum critical path delay of 24 FO4 inverter de-
lays.

Figure 8. Area Profiling of the DFP Adder
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Figure 9. Area Profiling of the LZA Unit
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